Abstract. In this article the author tries to answer the difficult question
Introduction robert jacques Turgot (1721-1781) wrote: "Humanity, religion oblige us to relieve our fellow men." If this duty makes a consensus, its terms are subject to debate. It also raises questions such as how can this help be achieved? Should it be provided by the State or not?
In 1893, the French representative Leon Say (1826-1896) answered the abovestated questions in the negative. He denounced the interference of the State in the economy in the name of solidarity. He saw "the worst of the socialisms, a bourgeois socialism" in it. Some eminent French jurists relayed this criticism, e.g., a few years later, Maurice Hauriou (1856 Hauriou ( -1929 declared to regret it: "We say it is serious, because our State has been changed" 1 . These personalities condemned the transformation of the State constable into the welfare state.
due to the rallying of politicians to liberal dogma, the State constable is characterized in the 1890s by a limited intervention of public power. Its action is indeed confined to the regulatory functions necessary for the good work of the free market: coining money and ensuring transaction security (justice and police inside; diplomacy and national defense outside).
On the contrary, the development of the welfare state leads to a greater intervention of public power in the economic sector.
It is the French representative Émile Ollivier who forged the French expression of etat-providence that can be translated into "welfare state". He forged it in 1864 in a pejorative sense to condemn the claim of the government to substitute a "welfare state" to the "divine providence". pope Leo XIII cried in 1891: "do not appeal to the welfare state because the state is after the man. Before it was formed, the man had already received from nature the right to live and protect its own existence."
2 This is what the church calls the "divine providence", an expression referring to dispositions by which God guides his creation towards its ultimate goal that is perfection. The most famous manifestation of this "divine providence" is jesus christ because catholicism teaches that God sent him as a gift for the men to be led to salvation 3 . But what characterizes the welfare state? The aim of this article is to show that it is characterized not so much by its intervention in the socio-economy, which is the goal of this intervention. a study of the positive law inlighted by a historical approach and a study of its ideological foundations show that it aims to ensure a fair redistribution of wealth to fight against poverty, i.e. to help anyone who cannot live only of the resources of his work. Because of its religious connotation, the French concept of etat-providence is sometimes questioned. Some prefer the term of "social State" or of "redistributive State" that seems more consistent with the secular nature of that assistance to the poor. But the fact is that its popular foundations make (uNFINISHed SeNTeNce).
This intervention takes place in practice with the recognition of certain social rights to individuals, i.e., rights they may require the State to set up. The main rights relate to the establishment of a welfare system, by which society supports the risks of disease, old age, unemployment or family. Other social rights, however, can also be assigned to promote access to education or housing. The important thing is that these different rights are considered to be complementary. If it is necessary to fight against the disease or professional risks, it is because they are synonymous with unemployment for the individual and, therefore, loss of income for him and his family. Similarly, if it is necessary to educate the masses, it is to allow them to escape to their social status by improving their income. Finally, social housing aims to improve hygiene and to fight certain diseases which could cause mortality or certain work disabilities, such as tuberculosis.
This overall coherence shows that the welfare state is an "instrument of national solidarity." It "is the born defender of the poor, the unfortunate victim of social fate" because "only it has (...) the authority to impose collective duties and assign obligations to each people" 4 . Its originality is to exploit the legal system in order to collectivize risks to members of society and thus to protect everyone. Through this "interventionist right" (N. Luhmann) the State becomes "propulsion"
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: it interferes in the economy "to achieve true equality, rather than formal, in the name of the imperative of social justice" 6 . Its development is linked to the rise of socialist ideas even if it is not identical with them. More precisely, we can indeed say that its appearance was prepared by the largest ideological evolutions even if it appeared primarily as a sociological reality.
Ideological foundations of the Welfare state
The advent of the welfare state finds its source in philosophical-religious and political-economic considerations.
1.1. The Religious and Philosophical foundation of the Welfare state 1.1.1. The Religious foundations: christianity
The duty of assistance that characterizes the welfare state is founded in the christian religion. While Catholicism has first justified to entrust the Church with the help of the poor, protestantism has transferred that duty to the society. until the early XVIth century, the sacralization of poverty led catholicism to promote christian charity, which entrusted the church with the duty of supporting the disadvantaged. The idea was that the "duty of christian charity" to help the most disadvantaged" could not be achieved by the action of the law" 7 . The root of this duty is found in the following passage of the Gospels, where jesus says: "What you do to the least of my brothers, you do it to me". The church "always commented this text by saying that you must not refuse alms" to "a poor creature without fearing refusing it to the christ himself" 8 . Indeed, it is well known that jesus had a life of suffering. Of course, the church does not require the faithful to renounce the goods that are necessary for their livelihood, their families or the lifestyle, as St. Thomas said: "No one must live contrary to conventions" 9 . But the Gospels invite the faithfuls to give their surplus of wealth to the clergy, so that it can fulfill the will of the Lord. Therefore, "What remains, give it to charity", as it is said in St. Luke (v. 11, 41) .
However, this conception of assistance will be challenged by protestantism.
Protestantism or the Duty of the society to help the Poor in the name of Beneficence
In 1517 Martin Luther (1483-1546) began the reformation. It led to the desacralization of poverty and to the promotion of another conception of charity called beneficence. This significant change resulted from a new conception of the relation between the men and God. In the eyes of protestants, jesus christ is not only embodied in the most miserable. He is in every man. Therefore, there is no need to give the surplus of your wealth to the church in order to be worthy in the eyes of the Lord. The most important thing is that you have to be faithful. Thus, one can prove that he has faith by helping the poorest directly. According to this point of view, beneficence reflects a secularization of assistance to the poor, i.e. poverty becomes a social problem before becoming a State policy 10 . This development marks a major milestone in the development of the welfare state because the secularization of the poor relief will allow the state to substitute christian charity. While getting rid of the action from the church, the state will take the responsibility of erasing inequalities by repairing injustices of birth or twists of fate.
Some philosophical theories will encourage this development, as well. The conception of the Social contract inherited from john Locke (1632-1704) founded liberal society. according to him, "society cannot help its members" because "by contracting the association (...) each is supposed to bring his livelihood " 11 . Thus, poor people cannot solicit the State power to improve their fate, since such help is not in the jurisdiction of the authorities.
There are two reasons for that. The first is the belief that helping the poor people is a matter of morality and not of law because the virtues of morality cannot be imposed, as jourdan stated: "These are things that cannot be ordered, commanded" 12 . The second results from the desire not to weaken the rule of law.
In addition, two new considerations led the Liberals to refuse to legally oblige the richest to help the poorest. The first consideration is to ensure the effectiveness of the rule of law. The liberals feared that it could become a factor of disintegration of social ties rather than an instrument of pacification of social relations if it imposed a duty of caring to the poorest because it could arouse the hostility of the rich while it fuels the claims of the most disadvantaged. as duchatel summarized it, in the eyes of liberalism "recognizing the poor's right to alms, it is allowing them to demand alms by force; it is destroying the right of property (...). Thus the principle of poverty law undermines the foundations of social order" 13 . The second consideration is to preserve the legitimacy of the rule of law. In the liberal dogma the law cannot be legitimate unless it aims to ensure freedom but the requirement that the rich help the poor cannot relay on such an idea of freedom.
as a result, the liberalism imposes on the poor to take charge of their fate if they want to improve their destiny. Indeed, "nobody can unload on another the weight of its existence, the twists of fate or misfortune he may suffer " 14 . as it was summarized by duchatel in 1829, you always have to remind the poor that their destiny belongs to themselves. In addition, duchatel stated: "Never forget: The greatest good you can do to the working classes is to teach them to do without your help" 15 . It is the same idea which was expressed by adolphe Thiers (1797-1877) in 1848 after the French Three glorious days. He said: "The fundamental principle of any society is that every man is responsible to provide by himself his needs and his family one's, by resources acquired or transmitted". Therefore, with liberal dogma, poverty is presumed to reverse itself when its victims have nothing to expect from others or the State. This is also the reason why workers' protection was based on personal or collective protection of private initiative (mutual employees, employer's institutions) until the XXth century.
1.1.2.1.2. The hobbesian conception of social contract or the assistance to the Poor by the state
On the contrary, the Hobbesian conception of the Social contract contains the idea of mutual assistance on which the French welfare state is based.
according to Hobbes (1588 Hobbes ( -1679 , by contracting the Social contract the parties did not intend to ensure their safety only. admittedly, he did not deny that the subject of this agreement is to establish "a common power, able to defend people from foreign attack and harm they could do to each other" 16 . However, it is not limited to this because the assistance of the most disadvantaged is also one of the terms of the contract.
Hobbes stated that "when men become, due to unavoidable circumstances, unable to support themselves through their work, they should not be left to private charity. It's to the laws of the Republic to assist them, to the field required by the necessities of nature. Indeed, if it is a lack of charity for everyone to not worry about invalids, it is also one, from the ruler of a republic to expose them to such an uncertain charity" 17 . Montesquieu shared the same feeling when he wrote that "Some alms done to a naked man in the streets do not fulfill the obligations of the State since it has to assure to all citizens subsistence, food, proper clothing, and a kind of life that is not contrary to health"
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. This idea will be later challenged by Marxism dogma. However, the Hobbesian conception indirectly justifies the advent of the French Welfare State.
Marxism Dogma
Since the eve of the French Revolution until the first half of the XIXth century, philanthropic movement was concerned about the effects of the industrialization of 15 France on workers. recognizing that it favors the growth of inequalities, its members, private and policymakers, saw in it a danger for the society. However, the liberals doubted about the part of the virtue of the "invisible hand". j. M. of Gerando (1772-1842) wrote: "The industry heals the wounds it made. But these results are not absolute and do not take place without the sacrifice of some victims"
19 . Thus, in the early XIXth century pressure was put on the employers and the State to take more responsibility. Their actions saw few concrete achievements with the creation of gardens and public housing, saving banks, schools and technical rules of distribution of charity. However, it proved to be insufficient to counter the negative effects of industrialization.
In the second half of the XIXth century, the exploitation of man by man became a reality admitted by everyone. It was denounced by writers such as emile Zola (1840 Zola ( -1902 , for whom capital was "a sort of (...) living God eating the workers in the shadows", and by churchmen such as pope Leo XIII, who condemned "the concentration" of the wealth "in the hands of few people from the industry and commerce" who profit of it to "impose an almost servile yoke to the infinite variety of proletarians" 20 . However, it was Karl Marx (1818-1883) who made the most radical criticism.
In The Capital (1867), he did not only condemned the enslavement of the proletariat by the owners of capital, but also saw an insurmountable contradiction between the two groups. It was believed that only the revolution of the proletariat might terminate this class struggle leading to the disappearance of this instrument of domination in the hands of the bourgeoisie that is the State.
Karl Marx philosophy influenced some politicians, especially under the French Third republic, and inspired the construction of the welfare state under political and economic points of view.
The Political-economic Justification of the Welfare state
The political and economic dogmas gave a theoretical foundation to the welfare state, respectively through the idea of Social democracy and redistributive state .
The Political Justification: social Democracy
The development of the Western Welfare State was favored by the rise of the Social democracy.
until 1848 the term was synonymous with Marxism. Thus, the Social democracy was analyzed as a political doctrine advocating the revolution as the only way for the proletariat to take power and to end the class struggle, i.e. their enslavement by the bourgeoisie.
But from 1848 the Social democracy distanced itself from the Marxism. at that time, Marx stated that "a coalition of low bourgeois and workers took off the revolutionary edge of the social demands of the proletariat to give it a democratic turn. It took off the purely political form of the democratic demands of the low bourgeoisie to add it socialist concerns. Thus was created the Social democracy."
The originality of this movement in relation to Marxism is, therefore, the rejection of the revolution as the only means of action. according to this point of view, the Social democracy appeared as a doctrine of moderation and was considered to be a reformist line. If the market was inevitable, it also created wealth for the Social democrats and that wealth could be divided according to powerful systems of solidarity to benefit all the members of society.
On the one hand, it is true that the Social democracy recalls the liberal doctrine, as it accepts the existence of the market. However, it differs from it by entrusting the State with the task of regulating the market in order to fight the inequalities of wealth. In other words, the doctrine is social since it aims to ensure better distribution of wealth and democracy since it accepts political pluralism and the use of universal suffrage. Therefore, it advocates the organization of political parties, which can enable the proletariat to improve its condition, by influencing the appointment of the representatives through election.
This synthesis is the "constitutive compromise of the social State", to which it gave a political base 21 . However, in the XXth century Keynesianism gave it an economic legitimacy.
The economic Justification: The state Redistribution
In relation to economy, the welfare state found a theoretical justification with the work of john Maynard Keynes (1883 Keynes ( -1946 and his disciples. For them, states have to try to conciliate three things: economic growth, social justice and individual freedom 22 . But they reject the idea that the nationalization of the means of production and exchange is the only way to fight injustice and irrationality of capitalism.
Noticing the economic impact of consumption of the working classes, they believe that the state can consolidate growth by promoting the maintenance of high consumption. However, according to them, the achievement of this goal requires two things -creating new consumer needs by stimulating investment in research/development and conducting an incomes policy to ensure the purchasing power of the masses (the multiplier principle). It justifies well the intervention of the welfare state since this means that by investing in social policies, the state would only revive the economy.
To prevent loss of control, Keynesians advocate the implementation of countercyclical policies. Such policies tend to stabilize the economy by adjusting spending to the state's prosperity. Thus, in a recession the state should favor cyclical deficits by spending more money than it receives, while, conversely, during periods of growth tax incomers should pay the additional revenue to provisions. In this way, a balanced budget and through it the viability of the welfare state would be guaranteed. In addition, Habermas claimed that "The regulatory State could, through measures to 21 Habermas, j. stimulate growth on the one hand, the social policy of the other, both supports a strong economy and ensure social integration" 23 . These different theoretical constructs have certainly influenced and fueled the development of the welfare state. However, primarily it appeared as a sociological reality.
sociological Roots of the Welfare state
In practice, two conceptions of the poor relief were introduced from the XVIII th century till the end of the First World War. These conceptions reflected the clash between two groups in society, which were the ruling elite, which first imposed a bourgeois conception of the poor relief based on liberalism dogma, and the masses, which eventually imposed a more democratic conception.
The earliest conceptions of the Poor Relief: 1789-1830
The initial conception of the poor relief can be described as liberal, since it was implemented by the bourgeoisie in power since the revolution and since it sought to apply the liberal ideas of that time. This conception was prevailing globally in positive law from 1789 until 1830. Thereunder, the old systems of solidarity based on christian charity were dismantled without being replaced by the State intervention.
On the one hand, the revolution removed previous assistance mechanisms. The Church lose a significant portion of its means of intervention because of the nationalization of its property and the declining of its incomes. This was the result of the abolition of privileges by the decree of august 4 th , 1789, since their elimination actually put an end to its duty to protect the poor through alms. Meanwhile, by prohibiting corporations, the Le chapelier act of june 17 th , 1791 obliged relief corporations to dissolve and at the same time it forbade them to recreate.
On the other hand, the government was not allowed in anytime to support the poor. The aim was to prevent them from falling into assistantship. It might be possible that the State intended to help people unable to work (children, elderly and the infirm) but the authorities' faith in the liberal dogma gave to this action a form of popular insurance system based primarily on individual initiative. This aspect of the system is highlighted by two of the most important constitutional texts of the French post-revolutionary history:
-constitution of September 3 rd , 1791, first title: "It will be created and organized a general establishment of poor relief, to raise abandoned children, relieve the poor infirm, and provide work for able-bodied poor who could not get it by themselves". 23 Habermas, j. After the Nation-State. paris: Fayard, 2000, p. 28.
-constitution of april 11 th , 1848, pr, section 7: "citizens must (...) ensure, through work, livelihoods, and, by the foresight, resources for the future and should contribute to common welfare by helping each other fraternally with each other, and observing general moral laws and written laws that govern society, family and individual". These statements show that State intervention is secondary, while the first and foremost action is to improve conditions by individuals themselves. The main support systems set up under the influence of these texts reflect this idea.
This is the case of the establishment of public emergency, which was a failure and was limited to "provide work for able-bodied poor" so far as they can justify unsuccessful positive steps of job searching. This is also the case of saving banks. Historically, their creation aimed to allow the workers to secure their future by accessing their property. But their savings were optional, since they were not obliged to put money aside. It also depended on them to take dispositions for having short-term funds and providing for long-term needs 24 . It is the case of National administration of retirement, too, since its membership is based on voluntaryism.
Finally, the phrase which summarizes the philosophy that guides the action of the State at that time is to the poor who complain about their fate, the ruling elite responds with Guizot (1787-1874): "Get rich!" 25 . Nevertheless, this conception of the poor relief was quickly challenged by the masses.
The Popular conceptions of Poor Relief: 1830-1980
The second conception of poor relief can be described as popular, since it was designed to satisfy the needs of the disadvantaged masses. From this perspective, it appears to be more democratic.
described in 1790-1793, it emerged in the 1830s before being completely adopted during the end of World War II. The conception resulted in the recognition of social rights.
In 1790, La rochefoucauld-Liancourt, a founder of the philanthropic movement, said: "the poor have some rights on the society" 26 . In 1793, the Mountaineers returned to this idea, stating the duty of the State to support the most disadvantaged. They wrote this obligation in the article 21 of the declaration of Human and civil rights of june 24 th , 1793 which states: "public assistance is a sacred debt. Society owes subsistence to unfortunate citizens, either procuring work for them, either by ensuring means of existence to those who are unable to work". eventually, this idea stopped prevailing because of the spread of the liberal dogma. However, the State finally broke with liberalism to help the most disadvantaged because of the impoverishment of the working classes between 1830 and 1880 (1) and the need to prevent the appearance of a new world war in 1945 (2).
The Impoverishment of the Working classes
The impoverishment of the masses derived from the pauperization of society in the 1830s and especially from its proletarianization in 1880.
Pauperization of the society
In 1830, in the Western democracy the "pauperism," a "permanent state of poverty, indigence in a part of society" appeared (clarendon press). It was not born out of a lack of work, but of the work itself. It was indeed a consequence of the industrialization of the country, so poverty became a product of the capitalist system.
Given the threat it raised to the future of the society, the State was obliged to remedy the situation by attempting to substitute relief laws to the duty based on the idea of morality. It was reflected in two different ways. Firstly, it was reflected in the apparition of social laws. The Law of March 22 nd , 1841 on child Labor 27 prohibited the exploitation of children under eight years old and limited a work day of children aged 8 to 12 years old to 8 hours per day and a work day of children aged 12 to 16 years old to 12 hours per day (article 2). However, this limitation must be understood in the light of the requirement made in parallel to the legal guardians of children in school until 12 or until they get their certificate of elementary education (Article 5) because it shows that the aim of the measure was to allow children to raise their living conditions through education. ultimately, the aim of it was to allow them to support themselves. Through this initiative, the State sought to substitute the private initiative to improve the lives of the unfortunate.
Secondly and most importantly, this evolution is reflected in the creation of an insurance system, which became no longer optional, but mandatory. The idea was to make insurance as a solution against poverty, enabling the poor to protect themselves against the twists of fate in exchange of a small contribution. Various laws have been passed in regard to this goal from year 1850, such as the Law of june 18 th , 1850 on the establishment of a National provident Fund; the Law of july 15 th , 1850 on the Fraternal Benefit Societies and the Law of April 1 st , 1898 called charter of Mutuality. These laws gave birth to the so-called "imperial mutuality". Inspired by the philanthropic society, these imperial mutuality companies were established in order "to incite the workers to gather to ensure resources for illness, or when they would be unable to continue their work due to the infirmities came with age". According to this idea, they were entrusted with the care of old aged and disease risks. They had three advantages that made them the indispensable complement of Saving Banks: their funds were collective, their membership was mandatory and the mutualisation of their resources allowed everyone to have the money they needed. In addition, the abovementioned laws opened the way for the first social insurance policies, since social security was becoming a political program in 1852, thanks to emile de Girardin.
This system was not without interest for the stability of the regime, since the contractual link through the insurance between the citizens and the State was a factor of social peace. as Ferrouillat stated, "politically speaking, this institution (...) has (...) a (...) great importance" because "it is a guarantee of order and security for the country. It creates between the State and workers a solidarity, a community of interest which can only benefit to the public peace (...). The workman, once entered this vast association, is interested in his entire life to the consolidation of society, the development of public prosperity. His fortune is tied to the State's one. However, the day the man that misery and suffering, exploited by criminal passions, armed against the society will actually believe 'I am the Stateˮ, that day, you can be confident, citizens, the era of revolution will be closed"
28 . The development of this policy was significant since insurance was not the only expression of a practical repair of a risk based on the calculation of probabilities. It was not only a way to "offset the effects of jeopardy by following the laws of statistics" (albert chaufton). It is beyond the traduction of the renouncement of the liberal conception of a subjective damage based on the idea of fault in favor of the social conception of an objective damage based on the idea of risk.
Proletarianization of the society
during the second half of the XIXth century, the development of the proletariat led the Western governments to react in order to counter the rise of Marxist ideas. Germany did it by creating the "Sozialstaat" 29 or "social state". In the late XIXth century, chancellor Otto von Bismarck (1815-1898) assigned to the New German State the mission of promoting the welfare of all its members. He tried to achieve this objective by establishing a social insurance system, covering sickness (1883), workplace fatality (1884), disability and old age (1889). Originally confined to workers, this system was gradually extended to other professions who were found to relate to disadvantaged.
Few years later, French republic followed a nearly identical approach. Two laws played an additional role in this evolution. These laws were as follows:
- While the second law gave the means of verifying the respect of its legislation to the State, the first gave to the employees a way to make their demands heard. Combined with the development of Social democracy and universal suffrage, the abovementioned laws led the government to divide a welfare system into two parts. The first one created a system of public or social assistance through several texts:
-act of july 15 th , 1893 on free medical assistance, which ordered to establish annual lists of needy eligible for free caring at home or in hospitals; -act of july 7 th , 1889, which brought the first attack on parental authority in the name of the duty of the State to provide assistance to children; -act of july 14 th , 1905 on assistance to the elderly, the infirm and the incurable. The second part created a system of social insurance and family benefits through provisions, actions of which were relayed or anticipated by courts:
-cass. june 21st, 1841: a victim of an accident caused by the lack of security of working conditions may ask his employer for compensation; -State council june 21st, 1895, cames 30 : the State may ensure its workers against the risk resulting from public duty on the basis of liability without fault. This judgment inspired the legislature in 1898; -act of april 9 th , 1898 about the liability of working accidents; -act of May 30 th , 1930 on social insurance, which provided coverage of old age, sickness, maternity, death and disability; -act of March 11 th , 1932 on family allowances. The development of the welfare state was also driven by the will of the people and their government to prevent the repetition of World War II.
The Will to end the War
45 million victims of World War II led some Western governments to try to establish institutions necessary to prevent the repetition of history. Thus, the atlantic charter of august 14 th , 1941, drafted by Franklin delano roosevelt and Winston churchill (1874 Winston churchill ( -1965 . promised "improvement of working conditions, economic progress and social security"(art. 5). Two considerations were thought of when creating the Charter..The first is the origin of the War of 1939-1945. Its run was facilitated by the consequences of the crisis of 1929. By multiplying the number of the unemployed, it increased the tension within the society which allowed adolf Hitler to come to power. However, he had cemented his popularity on social legislation ahead of the one of the Western States 31 . Therefore, they found it necessary to increase social protection at the end of the war in order to avoid further divisions within the nation.
The second reason was linked to the consequences of the war itself. Given the number of the dead and the mutilated with special needs or unable to work, states could hardly stay inactive. Internationally, the atlantic charter gave birth to large international organizations that formed the uN. While World Health Organization aims to improve health conditions internationally, the World Bank seeks to organize a pension system based on international savings and private insurance and the International Labour Organization aims to "improve the fate of workers" throughout the world by promoting "humane conditions of labor" inspired by "social justice"
32 . Internally, it inspired two new forms of struggle against poverty and exclusion. The first, inspired by the work of Keynes, appeared in England in 1942 in the report of William Beveridge (1879 Beveridge ( -1963 entitled "Social Insurance and allied Services". It related to the concept of the "welfare State" (William Temple, 1943) as opposed to the "Warfare State" which distinguished itself during the war. The originality of the mechanism which Beveridge advocated was the rejection of a system of social insurance and public assistance respectively reserved exclusively to workers and the poor. Instead, he advocated a universal welfare system financed by taxes and benefiting all citizens. In fact, the report by Beveridge was in favor of a social security system which was generalised, unified, uniform, centralized and global. Each of these five characteristic could be explained as follows:
-Generalized: each person, due to his/her membership in the society, is entitled to have his/her minimum needs guaranteed by the national solidarity; -Unified: one fee is required to access various services, which can come in a form of fringe benefits or cash allowances; -Uniform: social benefits are the same for all people; -centralized: the system is managed by a single public body; -Overall: the system includes all the aid and insurance. The second form of social security appeared in France after the war. during the conflict, the National Council of Resistance announced its intention to establish "a comprehensive social security, to ensure all citizens livelihoods". On april 10 th ,.1945 lawyer Pierre Laroque tried to realize this goal. He reaffirmed the idea that "the French social policy (...) must (...) seek to build a new social order, focused (...) to make social security, that is to say to ensure all members of the population that they will enjoy in all circumstances sufficient income for their livelihood Family"
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. Thus, the Law No. 46-1146 of May 22 nd , 1946 on the general social security created a universal system of social security based on the right of "any French" to "benefit the legislation on social security "(Article 1). The originality of the system was to finally synthesize former French insurance protection and english universal protection, the Bismarckian system based on employer and employee contributions and the Beveridge system based on tax 34 . From the first synthesis, it inherited the logic of the system financed by contributions from workers, jointly managed by unions and employers, while from the second one it 32 ILO constitution of 1919 , preamble. 33 Laroque, p. The French Social Security plan. French Review of Labour. 1946 : 9-10. 34 Majnoni of Intignano, B. Social Protection. paris: LGF, 1993 inherited the idea of a generalized social security system, which was centralized and global.
This system eventually developed with the creation of unemployment insurance. It appeared in 1957 with the creation of aSSedIc and uNedIc 35 and was consolidated with the creation of the National Fund for employment in 1963 36 and the National agency for employment in 1967 37 . The existence of this protection scheme was implicitly guarantied by the French constitution of October 27 th , 1946, as its preamble stated in the paragraph 11: "-(...) every human being who, because of his age, physical or mental condition, the economic situation, is unable to work has the right to obtain the community suitable means of existence". The constitution of april 10 th , 1958 confirmed this evolution in the Article 1 by stating that "France is a social republic". Through this constitutionalism, the existence of the welfare state was established.
The emergence and development of the welfare state was a clear progress because "for the first time, capitalism, rather than thwart the Republican promise of equal rights for all citizens, made it possible"
38 . Yet the development of the crisis and the rising of neoliberalism jeopardized this progress.
conclusions
In 1981 an Oecd report entitled The Crisis of the Welfare State raised the question whether the French welfare state was a "giant social" with "feet of clay" 39 according to the report, this crisis was effective and legitimate.
Firstly, it was the crisis of effectiveness, because its redistribution did not prevent increase in inequalities and emergence of new forms of exclusion. Indeed, for "the welfare State" the "only answer for exclusion is individual financial compensation" 40 . However, it was not the right answer since disadvantaged people cash the money without finding their place in the society.
Secondly, it was the crisis of legitimacy due to the tax burden on households. State intervention in economy favoured redistribution of income through a significant increase in the tax. representing 10% of Gross domestic product in the early XXth century, it increased more than 50% in some european countries in the 1980s. at that time, however, the very existence of the welfare state was questioned because of the increasingly significant financial effort, as its funding requested national solidarity. Therefore, the right question had to be what level was below which people will not accept to fund social spending anymore. This crisis had several causes, effects of which combined 41 . Some of them were institutional, which were due to the deficit of the social representation. It was related to the desecration of major institutions, in particular the weakening of traditional political parties and the emergence of private decision-makers, such as associations or multinational firms. However, the more serious causes were economic and ideological. While the first cause resulted from the decline in population and the development of globalization, the second one resulted from the rising of neo-liberalism.
In 1970-1980s the welfare state was subject to the repeated attacks from the neoliberals. Led by Friedrich Hayek (1899 -1992 42 and Milton Friedman (1912 Friedman ( -2006 43 , the neoliberals rejected the Keynesian dogma because of the revival of the classical liberal theory. according to them, the state intervention was bad because it was distorted without any reasonable competition.
This criticism echoed in a certain number of discussion forums. Some forums were founded by the civil society, such as the Mont pelerin Society, which Hayek created in the end of World War I, and the davos forum created in 1971 by the Klaus Schwab Foundation to allow private decision-makers to share their expectations with policymakers. Other forums were founded based on the initiative of the states themselves, such as the International Financial Institutions (IMF, WB), the G7 and G8 or the Oecd.
The above mentioned forums gave birth to an «intellectual orthodoxy» making liberalism the only viable economic system in a globalized economy. This international pressure led states to review their interventionist policies. The idea triumphed as a «part of a global economy, the States can not improve the competitiveness of their economy without reducing their administrations. «Policies of 'dismantling'» were thus justified despite their bad «effect» on «social solidarity» and «the democratic stability of the society» 44 . Thus, «social disinflation» was the cost of the competitiveness increase 45 . It is possible that this disinflation was more or less important depending on the country. However, if it was marked in anglo-Saxon countries, it became more and more important in european ones.
So far, the question is not if the welfare state is in crisis or not because now a consensus exists on this point. However, others questions still remain, such as whether the dismantling of social protection systems is the condition of the growth return 46 and whether it is possible to aid unemployment without digging national deficits,and to share growth gains without weakening it. On the other hand, and most importantly, the question remains whether the society is doing well without a welfare state doomed to implode? The answer to the latter question could be positive because without effective social justice, social ties disintegrate. Thus, if the welfare state has to be reformed due to new economic constraints resulting from the globalization, its existence cannot be threatened. The first reason for that could be the fact that the state intervention reflects a social demand. In 1992, 66% of eu citizens were positive about the continuation of social security benefits, even if the cost of a tax burden increased 47 . Therefore, actions led by the ILO in favor of the improvement of the workers' fate primarily reflect the aspiration of individuals to "give a human face to the globalization" 48 . The second reason could be subprime crisis showing that the state intervention is necessary since the self-regulation of the market is a myth. Therefore, "high performing asian economies" (Hpae: japan, Hong Kong, china, Taiwan, South Korea and Indonesia) are seen as those, which succeeded in mixing "quick economic growth" and "social justice", e,g, through "land reforms". Indeed, tt is created "by investing in people, their education, their technical competence and their health, that Hpae won their current status" 49 . Some people would state that the alternative is to either level social protection from above by requiring developing countries to adopt a social system similar to the one of the Western countries or by forcing rich countries from the bottom to dismantle their welfare system to reduce it to a "safety net" 50 close to that of the countries developing. Neo-liberalism pushes in the latter direction and social democracy in the former one.
However, other people would state that between the status quo and reflux, inaction or abandonment of social benefits different options are available to policymakers. There is, indeed, a "third way" 51 between maintaining or dismantling the welfare state 52 . The solution may exist in the appearance of a "welfare mix", a "smart" welfare state 53 characterized by a more rational and, therefore, respectful intervention on the market. It is also possible that the creation of an international or, at least, european Tobin tax may be a good way to solve the problem links to the funding of the welfare state.
Some politicians have laid the foundations for such a third way by creating the concept of Social-liberalism. Thus, in 1997 the Labour party member Tony Blair denounced "welfare State laxism" and asked "social assistance beneficiaries" for accepting all "adequate offers of employment". Similarly, in 1998 the Social democrat Gerhard Schröder said it was "more important to fund the work" than to "pay unemployment". They were in favour of sanctions against the unemployed who lived from assistantship. Moreover, by abandoning the revolutionary perspective of Marxism and the idea of the State's disparition, the Social-liberalism is characterized by the condemnation of those who abuse the system.
